In several of his remarkable and influential works on English Ancient Constitutionalism, Pocock has vividly indicated two general sources for the edification of the common law mind, conceived as the endemic mentality which contrasted in many respects with continental conceptions and ideologizations of European legal tradition: Humanism and English Ecclesiology. Discussing the matter in a critical perspective, Glenn Burgess has contributed to innovate significantly the scientific debate for at least three important reasons. First of all He has brought to light the rhetorical valence of the expression itself "ancient constitution" and its misleading extent, so to react to a fictional and mythified image of a fixed constitution, which existed sometime in the past. In the renewed view, what is under scrutiny is not a frozen set of practices and events, but the complex bulk of relations between the past and the present and its strategic administration by selected elites with a legitimating intent. Secondly, Burgess has emphasized the inherent ambiguities that lay behind the formal structure of the concept of "common law mind", the preconceptions which together gave form to it and their fundamental role to the ways in which political matters were discussed. Finally, he has clarified that the study of past ideas must always be in part a process of defamiliarization and, in this direction, he has underlined the need to add a supplemental item to the sources traced out by Pocock, namely the intellectual tradition of the common law itself.
Katechontic Elisabeth. The oppositional ways of salvation as systemological markers within the boundaries of the Western Legal Tradition
Moving from the premises I've developed above, I'd like to emphasize the discontinuity between Elizabeth's self-perception and self-presentation, based on her constancy and immutability and stigmatized in the motto taken from her mother "Semper eadem" (Always the same) and the multiple, even contrastive representations offered in the public sphere. As it has been noted "Elizabeth acquired different aspects as she was required to fulfil various symbolic needs" (Hackett, Virgin Mother) . This sort of gap or dissociation lays at the basis of a plot of ambiguity and contest, which could be defined as the law of the narrative of the English Legal Tradition (as a whole composed of Literature Law, Iconography and Arts): a rhetoric of stability, permanence and steadiness was countervailed by a rhetoric of erratic, alterable, irresolute projection and symbolization.
My scientific aim is to analyse the impact of the complicated performance of Regality and Sovereignty on the proper structure of English Literature and English Law. Privileging an interdisciplinary approach, I think that it's possible to appreciate a chiasmic epilogue for the morphological perceptibility of these two fields. In particular, the administration of what I've called the onto-juridical threshold between Elizabeth's flesh (as the objective correlative of selfperception) and the Body of sovereignty (as the objective correlative of external representation), on the one hand, contributed to individuate, define and articulate different literary genres; on the other was intellectually managed in order to assert an undisputable and unitary Order, personified by one and only one central authority. While Literature mirrored the antagonistic views through the polymorphous strategies of literary composition, Law claimed for a statement of unity, uniformity and consistency, therefore the legal elites (and especially, as I have previous recalled, the legal antiquarianism as a cultural movement) were responsible for the selective amalgamation of practices and discourses into a coherent framework. Literature did not solve conflicts and rivalries, quarrels and dissensions; on the contrary Law -or better legal thought -mythicized a univocal portrait. In this perspective we can say that Literature Costantini / "Queen Elizabeth's Body as English Katechon" ESSE 2012, Bogazici University, Istanbul came to unseal the ontological -and consequently representational -Excess beyond the Law. In the first direction, the radical interrogation of sovereignty gave birth to satire, as a new genre, which became a fashion in the later years of Elizabeth's reign. The theatre was the literary device apt to traduce the discontinuities in the processes of symbolizing and signifying; the proper locus for the staging of cultural anxieties and for the creation of an embodied mediation, considered as a transaction from physical bodies (including the Queen's Body) to aural impression and, conversely, from fantasmatic characters to corporeal beings; the site where it was performed the presence of an absence. Moreover, the poetics of Gloriana, Astrea, Cynthia and Belphoebe didn't eradicate a darker discourse of disrespect and dissent, deliberately provocative if not outrageous: the godly purity of a Virgin Queen was dismantled by a pornographic literature, and the textual exposure of sexual inclinations or of the female genitalia of Queen Elizabeth disrupted the mystical secret defended by the royal body, blaspheming the theological act of revelation.
In the second direction (with reference to the legal domain), the omnipresent and celebrated cult of the Virgin Queen was the strategic means through which jurisdictional aspects were definitively regulated. It was functional to the fulfilment of Henry VIII's programme, and especially to the assertion of national independence and autonomy from the authority of the Roman Church. On this ground I will introduce an original characterization of Elizabeth in terms of "Katechontic Elizabeth", in order to present the legal understanding of Elizabethan Queenship according to an approach of political theology.
At this aim I'll discuss three main issues:
-the attraction of theological arguments into the legal and political domain for re-signifying Elizabethan virginity,
-the hermeneutic revolution induced by Reformation and, as its specific effect, the new explication of the act of representing;
-the contending strategies implied by the Roman Church and the Anglican one to settle the relationship between 'a' Sovereign Authority (secular, theological or hybrid) and the Authority of 
